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Title: Sisters in science: conversations with black women scientists about race, gender, and their passion for science
Author: Jordan, Diann, 1958-
Publication Date: 2006

Title: Conversations with August Wilson
Author: Bryer, Jackson R.
Publication Date: 2006

Title: Black women in America
Author: Hine, Darlene Clark.
Publication Date: 2005

Title: Market women: black women entrepreneurs--past, present, and future
Author: Smith, Cheryl A., 1945-
Publication Date: 2005

Title: Conversations with Audre Lorde
Author: Lorde, Audre.
Publication Date: 2004

Title: Africana woman: her story through time
Author: Carter, Cynthia Jacobs.
Publication Date: 2003

Title: Under my own colours
Author: Kester, Suzy.
Publication Date: 2003

Title: In praise of black women
Author: Schwarz-Bart, Simone.
Publication Date: 2001

Title: Freedom's daughters: the unsung heroines of the civil rights movement from 1830 to 1970
Author: Olson, Lynne.
Publication Date: 2001

Title: Souls of my sisters: black women break their silence, tell their stories, and heal their spirits
Author: Daniels, Dawn Marie.
Publication Date: 2000

Title: Women's growth in diversity: more writings from the Stone Center
Author: Jordan, Judith V.
Publication Date: 1997

Title: Images of African and Caribbean women: migration, displacement, diaspora
Title: More than chattel: Black women and slavery in the Americas  
Author: Gaspar, David Barry.  
Publication Date: 1996

Title: Notable Black American women  
Author: Smith, Jessie Carney.  
Publication Date: 1992

Title: Binding cultures: Black women writers in Africa and the diaspora  
Author: Wilentz, Gay Alden, 1950-  
Publication Date: 1992

Title: Motherlands: Black women's writing from Africa, the Caribbean, and South Asia  
Author: Nasta, Susheila.  
Publication Date: 1992

Title: Slave women in Caribbean society, 1650-1838  
Author: Bush, Barbara.  
Publication Date: 1990

Title: Within the plantation household: Black and White women of the Old South  
Author: Fox-Genovese, Elizabeth, 1941-2007.  
Publication Date: 1988

Title: Blaze a fire: significant contributions of Caribbean women  
Author: Haniff, Nesha Z., 1948-  
Publication Date: 1988

Title: The sexual mountain and Black women writers: adventures in sex, literature, and real life  
Author: Hernton, Calvin C.  
Publication Date: 1987

Title: Slipping through the cracks: the status of black women  
Author: Simms, Margaret C.  
Publication Date: 1986

Title: Black and white women of the Old South: the peculiar sisterhood in American literature  
Author: Gwin, Minrose.  
Publication Date: 1985

Title: Call me woman  
Author: Kuzwayo, Ellen.  
Publication Date: 1985

Title: Labor of love, labor of sorrow: Black women, work, and the family from slavery to the present  
Author: Jones, Jacqueline, 1948-  
Publication Date: 1985

Title: We are your sisters: Black women in the 19th century  
Author: Sterling, Dorothy, 1913-2008.  
Publication Date: 1984

Title: When and where I enter: the impact of Black women on race and sex in America  
Author: Giddings, Paula.
Title: Black women writers (1950-1980): a critical evaluation  
Author: Evans, Mari, 1923-  
Publication Date: 1984

Title: Black women composers: a genesis  
Author: Green, Mildred Denby.  
Publication Date: 1983

Title: Forgotten females: women of African and Indian descent in colonial Chile, 1535-1800  
Author: Flusche, Della M.  
Publication Date: 1983

Title: Black women writers at work  
Author: Tate, Claudia.  
Publication Date: 1983

Title: Silenced: talks with working class West Indian women about their lives and struggles as domestic workers in Canada  
Author: Silvera, Makeda, 1955-  
Publication Date: 1983

Title: Contributions of black women to America  
Author: Davis, Marianna W.  
Publication Date: 1982

Title: All the women are White, all the Blacks are men, but some of us are brave: Black women's studies  
Author: Hull, Gloria T.  
Publication Date: 1982

Title: Ain't I a woman: Black women and feminism  
Author: Hooks, Bell.  
Publication Date: 1981

Title: Black sister: poetry by black American women, 1746-1980  
Author: Stetson, Erlene, 1949-  
Publication Date: 1981

Title: Women writers in Black Africa  
Author: Brown, Lloyd Wellesley, 1938-  
Publication Date: 1981

Title: Black women, do they cope better?  
Author: Myers, Lena Wright.  
Publication Date: 1980

Title: Sturdy black bridges: visions of Black women in literature  
Author: Bell, Roseann P.  
Publication Date: 1979

Title: The Puerto Rican woman  
Author: Acosta-Belén, Edna.  
Publication Date: 1979

Title: Black women in nineteenth-century American life: their words, their thoughts, their feelings
Author: Loewenberg, Bert James, 1905-1974.  
Publication Date: 1976

Title: Black-eyed Susans: classic stories by and about Black women  
Author: Washington, Mary Helen.  
Publication Date: 1975

Title: A blues book for blue Black magical women  
Author: Sanchez, Sonia, 1934-  
Publication Date: 1974

Title: Big star fallin’ mama: five women in Black music  
Author: Jones, Hettie.  
Publication Date: 1974

Title: Black women in white America: a documentary history  
Author: Lerner, Gerda, 1920-  
Publication Date: 1973

Title: Holding her head high: 12 single mothers who championed their children and changed history  
Author: Turner, Janine.  
Publisher: Thomas Nelson., 2008

Title: Women in Barbados: some demographic aspects of their employment  
Author: Massiah, Joycelin.  
Publisher: Office of Women in Development, Agency for International Development., 9177
ISBN(s):

Title: Market women: black women entrepreneurs--past, present, and future  
Author: Smith, Cheryl A., 1945-  
Publication Date: 2005

Title: Images of African and Caribbean women: migration, displacement, diaspora  
Author: Newell, Stephanie, 1968-  
Publication Date: 1996

Title: Women's studies: a retrospective: a report to the Ford Foundation  
Author: Guy-Sheftall, Beverly.  
Publication Date: 1995

Title: Out of the Kumbla: Caribbean women and literature  
Author: Boyce Davies, Carole.  
Publication Date: 1990

Title: Black women in United States history  
Author: Hine, Darlene Clark.  
Publication Date: 1990

Title: The grounding of modern feminism  
Author: Cott, Nancy F.  
Publication Date: 1987

Title: Women of the Caribbean  
Author: Ellis, Pat.  
Publication Date: 1986

Title: In the company of educated women: a history of women and higher education in America
Author: Solomon, Barbara Miller.
Publication Date: 1985
Title: The origins of the Equal Rights Amendment: American feminism between the wars
Author: Becker, Susan D.
Publication Date: 1981
Title: Women, a feminist perspective
Author: Freeman, Jo.
Publication Date: 1979
Title: The Puerto Rican woman
Author: Acosta-Belén, Edna.
Publication Date: 1979